STUDENT ART FROM MOROCCO 2

Grades 7-12

OneWorld Classrooms
Name: ASSMAA OUBLKASSE
Ages: 14
Level: The third preparatory
School: Yousuf bin Tashafeen
City: Imintanout
Employment: Chichaoua
Country: Morocco
Comment: Panel reflect the Moroccan and Arab civilization in general and different cultures of Morocco.
7-- Name: SOUFIANE HAMMODA
Age: 15
Level: The third preparatory
School: Yousuf bin Tashfeen
City: Imintanout
Employment: Chichaoua
Country: Morocco
Comment: This panel highlights the deterioration of the wealth of Morocco and Morocco show Iftikhar tradition.
Name: SAAD ASENNAN
Age: 13
Level: The first preparatory
School: Yousuf bin Tashafeen
City: Imi n'tanant
Employment: Chichaoua
Country: Morocco
Comment: This painting speaks about the exploits of Morocco and traditions so that there is coexistence between cultures.
15——) Name: HAMZA ADIL
Age: 13
Level: The first preparatory
School: Youssuf bin Tashfeen
City: Inshanin
Employment: Chichaoua
Country: Morocco
Comment: Drawing suggests to traditional Amazigh Culture in Morocco.
Name: MUSTAPHA FARHAN
Age: 14
Level: The first preparatory
School: Yousuf bin Taahafen
City: Imintanout
Employment: Chichaoua
Country: Morocco

Comment: Painted this painting on the types of Moroccan culture, and reflects green and red on the Moroccan flag and put letters Amazigh, Arab, because there is a coexistence between the Berbers and Arabs.
Name: MERIAM HAMOUDA
Age: 16
Level: The third preparatory
School: Youssif bin Tashafeen
City: Imzouzout
Employment: Chicahoua
Country: Morocco

Comment: A- Graphic shows the Moroccan women and women exactly the desert, which is characterized clothes and ornaments own.
B- By the manufacturer of the Moroccan and Moroccan influenced by culture as it reflects traditional Moroccan industry